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ij’la-t'entedr May 2-7, 1952 2,598,246 

‘UNITED TATJES PATENT pence 

ereesews- FOR PAINTINGM0$0B0AB 
BODIES" "‘ ‘ ‘ 

Alexander Proud Fowler, London, Englandpas 
-‘signor to 1 Carrier '{Engineering :Company iL'im 
ited, ‘London, England, a British v‘company 

:12 Claims. 
;1 

"This invention: relates ‘2° 54993113012115 .fQr £51m‘ 
~ing motor car-bodies, and jhasffor-its,_ main: object 
“to achieve automatically the painting ‘_ of irnotor 
car bodies when being prodiiced on’ta ‘quantity 
productionfbasis. _ ' 

Apparatus according ; to ' the “present _ invention 
is s'6;oonstructed ‘that paintvcan be 'appliedto 
motor -car -bodies by» progressively applying the 
->pa‘int=i-n aehelical band on'thejobodysurface ‘by 
‘moving the body‘ _in_ a: longitudinal direction a past 
a- paint ' projecting v zone "andsiniultaneously iro 
tatingthe body aboutalongitudinal axisinter 
-;sectinglthe body; the r-distanceiof the area :of con 
»tactef-paint at any part eofjthebhelical bandfrom 
:the projecting izo'ne being maintained constant 
andtheav'olu'me of paintjbeing projected ‘from 
"the‘z?ne' “during ‘ a' painting cQpBITa'Fi-QP , b?illg re‘ 
lated' to the, speedof jthe - respective areauof con 
tact w-h'ileapassing' the said zone. 
Preferably the rate, of paintflow: from thehpro 

iecting acne is» modi?ed in accordance ‘with the 
‘varyingirad-ii the helical-band \alongwhich [the 
paint isprojected. "The paint-mayyeitherbe; pro 
~§ected~as alcompact‘strefam soothatfitjisf?owed on 
toitheebody, or projected - in ‘particle _>fyorm,_ i. e. 
asxa ‘spray. ' 

'1 Preferably,- when -the paint is ?owed ‘ on ‘to the 
bodylit is'vprojected-aso as toffalleon to-the-Aupper 
apart of v the: body, where paint» is ' projected 
asa spray’ it isepreferredi that the projecting zone 
is» disposed >~about ~ the 1; level of the ~ longitudinal 
waxiswaboutwhich the bodyis-v rotated» - and; ‘to-one 
side thereof ; so ‘ll-that '_as } the v-bodyf_is rotated _' it 
moves in an ppwardqdirection ~’away__fro_x_n the 
zone. 

A v‘booth f-fOI‘ -~pa;inting ‘motor 'car :bodies *in 
accordance with a preferred ‘embodiment vof the 
present invention‘ may ~ be ; characterised-by the 
combination‘ with means -‘ for passaging “a '. body 
lengthwise through the booth, said'body being 
supported to rotate about a" longitudinal: axisin 
tersecting the ~body,;and means for; causing simul 
"taneous'rotation of‘ the'body about thesaid axis, 
of_paintlprojecting means disposed to apply paint 

- to? the-bodyias- it- passes - the‘ projectingfrheans, 
said projecting-means being‘ 'mountedffor axial 
displacement? to and-‘from- the body whereby the 
distance between the proj ecting ‘ ‘means 7 and > the 
‘body-part ‘ opposite ~thereto= is, maintained sub 
stantially vconstant, :the- movement of 1 the --pro 
decting» means being-synchronised with the re 
spectivedinearand angular spe'eds'of the contact 
<area-of~'the=5bodyl byv'a- rotating» cam ‘ comprising 
an aetuating contourlcorrespon‘dingtattle-vary 
dng ‘radii iii the ~he1ieal=1~band ~ of : contact or paint >_ 
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"leaving- the projecting iineans, and a- valve ‘con 
~trolli1ig the volume of~paint 7c'o ng' from~-the 
'proiedtingimeens Generated "from iw-iieeimgra 
having an actuating ~contour,; corresponding to 

i the varying ‘radii orthe b'ddyportion'to‘ be coated, 
and an obturating lcontour corresponding {to the 
body partsv not ‘required-7 to “be coated, ?vhereby 
thee-‘?ow of paint-is-regulated to obtain an even 
coating ~~and i arrested when‘ the » 7 areas - not :re 
ouired ~to~be coated'r-become I‘ disposed opposite 
113047116 paint >proj ecting- means. ‘ 

In order that the ‘invention 'may ‘be - more 
\ clearly “understood; Apre'ferred‘embodirnents' there 
lo‘f-willi nowbbe described byway of example -with 
reference to the accompanying diagrammatic 
drawings in which, ' ‘ ' ' 

{Figure 1__is apartyelevationiof aispraybooth, 
ili‘igure 2' is :anend-v-iew lookingdromftheright 

of :Figure 1, ‘ " 

‘Figure: 3} is a fragmentary view,’ to an enlarged 
scale, of thespindle lockinigumeehanism- shown: in 
Figurenl', ' ‘ ‘ ' ' " ' ‘ 

‘T-Figure :4 ‘shows ‘one method of .. securing a 
vehiclebody-toithe supporting spindle, ' ‘ 
"Figure 1'5 is a plan lof --a vehicle :»body on the 

spindle and the paint sprayer, ' 
Figure .62 is :an : elevation to a an- enlarged» scale 

of‘. the paint sprayer-shown in i-li’igure 51', - 
iEigure ‘7: is an end viewlooking'i‘fromi the‘righ 

ofiFigur-e?, ’ _' ‘ ' ' " ’ 

‘Figure-“8' is \a “plan ofJFig-ure 116, 
:Figure '9 is.‘ al‘pa‘rt‘ elevat'ioniofv apparatus -.ac 

cording to _.the ~_inventiomand-emplbying ‘was an 
actuating-cam, a small replica-oi the vvehicle body 
to be painted, 
Figure 10 is an-endjview looking from theright 

of ‘Figure-Y 9, " ' " 

Figure-1.1 is a-partelevation ‘of ,a;~boot-h for 
car “bodies passaged there 

etihrough, ._ a o. . - , 

a Figure- 12 is anend view looking "fromthe lee-ft 
iofvFigure?llgand ' a ' a " ' 

figure 13¥is aplanofapartofthe hqothshown 
ins-Figureii'l. ' " ' In? the "drawings 

.lilseyreiereeses ee'eieeeiethe 
"same or similariparts. 
~The spray booth‘ I’ comprises an overhead ‘rail 

i2 {ef i-sec‘tion ‘ running glengthwise ‘ through-the 
booth and supported: on rafters_~_3 ~4which“ form 
‘part of the spray booth ofjwhich the-‘?ooris-ifndi 
cated at 4. Stanchionslfor-theFrafters areindi 
cated-at ‘5,~-the walls _ ‘mot; shown) of: the booth 
-being~~?xed-= w ‘the stanchions. 1 
“Pairs of whee-1&5 runon thebottom ?angeand 

» to: each side of:the-web'o?the-rail-IL '>iThe' wheels 



6 are mounted in co-axial pairs, two such pairs 
being carried on each of two stirrups ‘I which 
are also each provided with a depending part 8 
hingedly connected at the bottom to a beam 9 
which is thus slung by the appropriate group 
of stirrups from the respective wheels 6 under 
the rail 2. The beam is slightly longer than a 
vehicle body, indicated by A, which is to be 
sprayed in the booth, and from each end of the 
beam ?exible means depend and are connected to 
a horizontal shaft (8 on which a car body A is 
threaded so that the shaft intersects the dash, the 
body A being rigidly connected to the shaft l9 
to prevent relative rotation therebetween. 
As viewed in Figure 1, the left hand end of the 

beam supports a pair of chains ll, each having a 
hook l2 at the bottom which engages a bracket 
I3 on the shaft Hi, the bracket l3 including a 
bearing in which the shaft can rotate. At the 
other end of the beam 9 is mounted a toothed 
wheel l4 and at the similar end of the shaft (3 
is keyed a toothed wheel [5, a chain it passing 
over both wheels. Thus chains H and I3 ?exibly 
suspend the shaft 19 from the beam 9. 
The toothed wheel I4 is keyed on a shaft ll, 

on which is a bevel I8 which gears with a bevel 
[9, Figure 2, and to the latter is connected a 
pinion 23; the bevels I8, l9 and the pinion 23 be 
ing mounted in bearings carried by the beam 9. 
From the rafters 3 depend brackets 2 l, to which 

is secured a rack 22, this rack being intermittent 
and disposed to be engaged by the pinion 20 at 
predetermined locations in the spraying stage, so 
that as the wheels and beam are passaged along 
the rail the shaft H] is moved lengthwise of the 
rail and is rotated. 
The passaging of the body is effected in the di 

rection of the arrow 13, Figure l, by a towing 
chain indicated at 23, Figure 1, which at suitable 
intervals carries forked elements 24 which carry 
wheels 25 disposed to run on the rail 2 for giving 
support at suf?cient intervals to the chain, the 
chain being connected to the elements 24!. The 
shaft It may be provided with an adjustable 
counter balance 26, Figures 1 and 3, for the 
body A. 
The body A may be secured to the shaft It), as 

shown in Figure 4, by making the shaft in two 
parts each having a ?ange 2'5, 28 which ?anges 
are suitably bolted together by the dash bulk 
head 29 of the body A, and brackets 38 emanat 
ing from the shaft II] are bolted to the bumper 
strongpoints 3! of the body; thereby the body is 
secured to the shaft so that rotation of the 
latter is rigidly imparted to the body. 
The shaft l0 may be provided with a ratchet 

device to prevent unintentional reverse rotation 
of the body A during its passage through the 
booth. This device comprises a notched plate 
32, Figures 1 and 3, ?xed to the shaft l0, and 
a ratchet arm 33 pivoted at 34 on an arm 35 
emanating from the bracket l3. The operating 
end of the arm 33 carries a roller 36 held towards 
the plate 32 by a spring 31 so that when the roller 
engages a notch in the plate 32 and the shaft i0 
is locked to the bracket and the chains 1 I prevent 
rotation of the bracket. The notches are spaced 
apart so that the body can be rotated to a limited 
extent as is usual, and locked against rotation 
when the shaft is under the mechanical control 
of the rack 22 and pinion 23. 
To one side of the path of the motor car body 

A and at a suitable height in relation thereto, 
preferably at about the level of the axis of rota 
tion, is arranged the spray forming device which 
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may consist of a group of spray guns or of a single 
spray gun 38 as indicated in the drawings, the 
gun or guns being carried on a pair of arms 39, 
49 arranged to oscillate in a vertical plane nor 
mal to the axis of rotation of the car body. The 
upper ends of the arms 39, 43 are connected to 
the spray gun 38 and a link 41 also connects the 
arms. 
The lower end of the arm 39 is pivoted at 42 

and a support 133 extends from the arm and car 
ries a follower All to engage the contour of a cam 
45 mounted for rotation with a spindle 46 the 
axis of which is parallel to the axis of the shaft l0 
carrying the car body A. A spring 47 maintains 
the follower 44 in contact with the cam 45. 
The spindle 45 is rotated by a motor 48 so that 

the angular speed of the cam 45 corresponds to 
the angular speed of the motor car body being 
painted and the contour of the cam is arranged 
with respect thereto so that the gun 38 is main 
tained at a substantially constant distance from 
the area of contact of the paint projected from 
the gun to that part of the motor body opposite 
to the gun. . . 

The oscillating arm 39 may be mounted near 
the ?oor of the booth and the actuating cam 45 
also supported from the floor, or both may be 
supported on a low carriage as described below, 
so that the oscillating arm 39 is given maximum 
length and, therefore, maximum axial adjust 
ment for the spray for a minimum variation in 
the radii of the contour of the cam. 
The gun 38 is hingedly connected to the arm 

39 and is self controlled by a cam 49 supported 
by the arm 39, the cam 49 being rotated by the 
motor 48. By engaging the arm 40 the cam 49 
maintains the axis of the gun as a normal to 
the car body during rotation of the latter in 
spite of the varying curvatures of the body pre 
sented to the gun. 
From the foregoing it will be understood that 

as the car body is passaged past the spray gun, 
the area of contact of paint with the body traces 
a helical band C, Fig. 1, about the body from end 
to end thereof, and that the gun is maintained at 
a constant distance from the area of contact dur 
ing the painting operation in spite of the varying 
radii of the body parts in the said helical band. 
As regards the volume of paint projected from 

the gun 38 at any particular time, this is con 
trolled so as to be related to the speed of the 
respective areas of contact while passing the paint 
projecting zone. To this end the flow of paint 
from the gun is controlled by a valve 50, of any 
suitable known construction, such for example 
as a needle valve, the valve being actuated by a 
cam 5i rotated in synchronism with the motor 
car body A by an electric motor 52. The actuat 
ing contour of the cam 51 corresponds to the 
varying radii in the helical band, and includes an 
obturating contour 53, Figure 6, for cutting off 
the flow of paint to the gun, for example, when 
the under surfaces of the motor car body are 
presented thereto. - ' 

In order to simulate the hand operation of a 
spraygun the pivot 42 of the arm 39 is mounted 
on a carriage 54 which is supported on wheels 55 
to run on the floor of the booth or on rails or on 
guide tracks 56 disposed therein. The carriage 
54 is given a reciprocating movement through a 
link 5'1 connected therewith and with a crank 
disc 58 on the motor shaft, and the tracks 58 
guide the carriage for movement in a direction 
parallel to the axis of rotation of the motor car 
body A. _The actuating cam 45 and the motorll? 



saxevalsdeas shown in the rdrawineswmountedion 
fthe carriage 54. 

"dine-an ‘alternatives construction 2‘the carriage 454 
5may ‘be dispensed 1with and i-‘the :sarm ‘7-39 pivoted 

“hand <opnrat~ionv of spray a gun ‘I in'su'ch circum 
%tan'ces'the~=arm1may include a universalzjoint 
‘and’ the 'Yli-nk 25'! -- ‘connect 3the~arm with‘ the; crank 
\‘dl's'c1353-s0‘1as'to- oscillate thearml-BQ' in a vertical 
plane parallel -' with ‘the axis of the ‘motor lcar 
"body ‘A simultaneously ‘with thee-‘oscillation in Va 
planeat-right ‘angles to-the motor car body axis 
'deri‘vedlfromthe actuating ca'm’45. 
“The construction‘diagrammatically illustrated 

-‘in"Fi_guresf9 {and 10 --is similar‘ to that: described 
‘ abovelfbut‘instead‘ of ‘a ‘cam’t’?' being ~'em~ployed~a 
‘small ‘replica ‘45a * ‘of "the motor car bcdy~~to ibe 
‘Ipainted'is‘mounted-on the spindle-‘4trim-‘rotation 
~tiri’erewit'h. l'I‘he'cam-d?a is supported ‘on are 
ciprocab'le "carriage “54' similar to '> that described ‘ 
above, "and is'so ‘operated’ that ‘whenthe- body A 
and the replica are moving" in the same direction 

‘ their‘ linearspeeds' are proportional to- their rela 
“tive'sizes. The return movement of-‘the-carriage 
'isia‘jquick one *so that when one body Ahas‘oeen ' 
completelrpainted under control of ’the replica 
the? latter is returned to ‘ its starting posit-ion -' in 
"feeidinessto control‘ the painting of the next-body 
;pjass'ing 1' the painting ~position. " Control of the 
"volume of'paint .ls similar'to that’ previously de 
scribed. 
fWhe're‘ itr is‘des'ired‘to ‘ coat' the ‘motor car body 

(by v‘?owing‘the‘, paint on; it ‘may not benecessary, 
according to the ‘disposition of the: nozzles‘ with 
.regard to the body,‘ to arrange‘ for adj ustmentnf 
~vthe nozzles‘v to and from‘ “the: body. ‘Figures 11' to 
13 ‘diagrammatically, show ‘a booth ‘for “?owing 
paint onlto aicar body. In this‘arran'gement’ the 
‘car body‘ is suspended‘ froma beam‘Q ‘as described 
abovelbut rotation of the shaft‘l'? is effected‘ by > 
‘avtoothe'd wheel" 59 on the shaft“ I]; the toothed 
‘wheel engaging a rack '63 as the beam"? is‘pas 
ysagedythrough the, booth- by the towing chain‘ZS. 
JlT-he .ipaint is’ flowed ‘from two ‘ nozzles ‘ 6 l ,“ 62 

mounted-in fixed. positions above the path of'the 
<car i-bodyla-nd' fed from a source of supply'ES 
\ through a, valve' Mwv'hi'ch regulates‘ the volume‘of 
paintviflowinglfrom thenoz’zles according to the 
speed ofv'the bodyspart onwhich the paint‘ is‘to 
,beg?'owe'd. ;The valve maybe ‘of any suitable 
known form such‘ as a needle valve and is' con 
trolled= by avcam ‘1525b- secured to‘the'side' ot‘the 
.vbeam'iisj .The contour of' the cam‘ igenga'geable 
gbya'follower‘llllb ona support-63b connected'with 
the valvelandlis such‘ that according to’ the: con 
‘tou'rgof ‘ the cam the support ‘regulates’ the ‘valve 
in accordance with the surface‘ speed of the‘body 
lpartpresented to the nozzles‘for‘painting. "The 
cam-“45b isso shaped that when parts‘which it is 
desired not to'paint'are presented to'the‘nozzles 
tthel?ow of, paintlis obturated by the'va‘lve‘??. 
.lAnmotor ‘ car' body being painted according to 

the‘ invention may be a‘ body ‘with oriwithout 
,wingsrorbonnet-or sucha body with? an'integral 
chassis v(i. e. . a? body), sometimes‘ known as ,a 
Vunitary'I-or combined body and chassisor such? a 
dbodyiwithout chassis. _ 
~By-the present invention motor car bodies may 

begdelivere'di'inesuccession into'the’ booth and 
theresautomaticallypainted in a quantitytpro 
_-duction system oi painting the bodies. 

‘ 1.~,Apparatus for‘ treating a body having irregu 
larfnon-symmetric'al surfaces,’ comprising af'inov 
any‘ supported 'de'vicefo'r‘ ‘ projectingv atreating 

t6 
Zliquld, 1afconveyorzmovablewpast isaidadevioeeand 
‘including saw-mount: adapteditosupportrthe v:body 
substantially longitudinally :of conveyor zrmove 
ment, @sai'd 'mount-irbeing l'rotatable about-an axis 
‘Tthat is substantially longitudinal vet-conveyor 

' unovementgmeansifor rotatingsaid:mountasitis 

Y150 

70 

{advanced " by the I conveyor" to “rotate the ?body--,a~s 
:it is carried longi-tudinallyrpastsaid deviceagand 
~‘medhanism :actuated ‘fin ="synchronism with ‘tthe 
I'linear andeaxialaspeeds ofrthezcontact areazo‘?zthe 
"body, -"and"='means operated by isa'i'dzmechanism 
#and-~operativé_1y ?connected with “said 'fdevicefifor 
‘moving “said device itowar’d aand vfifrom ssai'd ‘con 
‘veyon-to'maintain substantially constantspacing 
"between said ‘ideviee sand "the lbo'dy r- surface 1 and 
“accommodate =~variations ‘rboth l1loisrg-itudinally rand 
circumferentiallyidf:the'body. ‘ 

i2. In apparatus Cfor ~1'coating' motor» car 5bodies 
~»>wi-th Ipaint, i-a :rotatableibody~=carryingrmount,ea 
conveyor system,'-suppor-t means("carriedv byssai'd 
conveyor 1 system land I rotatab1y=supporting said 
"mount ‘ ‘for ‘ continuousv = axial rrmovement f‘ thereby 
past a paint projecting position;meansito-orotate 
--said-“mount1-about itsaxis, paint-projectingmeans 

L mounted “adjacent’vthe- path of said "moon-tr valve 
means to control 1the ~volume ‘of ‘paint =?owingi~to 
the :paint > projecting -.-means, ‘a ==cam llhavi'ng >an 
~'actuating contour {to " control =said Iya'lve- 'means, 
and 2‘means for actuating =said ream éin asyn 
vchronism = withwsaidi mount ‘to operate -saiidsvalve 
v‘meansl to deliver a 'vol-ume'of' painti to"the=paint 
projecting ‘means-according- to? the-varyingeradii 
o‘fIai-bo‘dy rotated 'byisaid-"mount. ‘ ‘ 

‘i3. fApparatus-as de?ned inclaim-z, ‘whereirrsai'd 
: cam-also? has 2an actuat-i-ng'contour'to e?ectf o‘b 
turation of ? the “i'lovv'v of *paint‘» when‘ there is 'pre 
'sented-to the paint dispensing means \a- portion-of 
a body to which: paint ishot.to‘be?appliedt 
4. In -apparatus"for»~coating ‘motor. cariibo'dies 

‘with paint, a rotatabler'bodyfcarrying mount, ‘a 
paint projecting ~ station, a conveyor- system-ex 
tending past said’1station;--support means-carried 
by said conveyor system and rotatively supporting 
said-‘mount for continuous axial movement‘lpast 
said-paint projecting station, means to-rotate said 
‘body mount about itsiaxisas it is-moved-exial-ly, 
ipaint" projecting means- at said pain-t projecting 
station and mounted for »~ displacement 1 towards 
‘and away from the-path of said-‘spindle,~=a cam 
and means for’ actuating saidcam inlsynchronisi'n 
‘with the linear and" angular speeds ‘of-‘- theacon-tact 
area :or-a body ‘co-which paint is-=to<~be=applied, \ 
said loam" being operatively connected "with the 
paint projecting = means to- effect ‘~ saidlldisplace 
ment thereof >~ so i that - the distance betweeni'the 
‘projecting "meansiland ea‘ vbody =on the-spindle'jis 
maintainedsubstantially constant. 

-' 5. 1n ‘apparatus forcoati-ng- motor ‘can-bodies 
witlr paint,a rotatable'body carryingspindleyan 
‘elevated conveyor system, suspension meanshby 
which; said spindle is suspended ‘from i' the con 
veyor'LsyStem ‘for continuous ‘axial movement 
thereby past’ afpaintvprojecting» ~position,'-~mea-ns 
to‘- rotate ~ said '- spindle‘ about "its" axis; as sprayigun 
disposed‘ generally radially of" said- spindlerme'an's 
movably ‘1 supporting wsaidf' gun for Jdispiacement 
towardstand‘ away‘ from the path ofe'said - spindle, 
‘a '» cam- 'operativ'ely connected-with said spray ,‘gun 
and-means for actuating said cam in sy-n‘chronism 
with the linear and angular speeds- of the-con 
~tact~ areavv ot a body 1120 which paint- is: to beep 
"plie'dfto e?ectsaididisplacementlof the sprayegun 
=‘so‘i1that1 the»distance~betweenv the sprayiguneand 
~ajbody-onitheI-spiridle 'is-1 mai-ntainedsubstan _ ally 
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v6. In apparatus for coating motor car bodies 
with paint, a rotatable body carriage, a conveyor 
system, support means on said conveyor system 
and rotatably supporting said‘carriage for con 
tinuous axial movement thereby past a paint 
projecting position, means to rotate said carriage 
about its axis, a stanchion mounted at the paint 
projecting position for movement toward and 
from said conveyor system and carriage, means 
yieldingly pressing said stanchion toward said 
conveyor system, a spray gun disposed to pro 
ject paint at about the level of the horizontal 
axis of said carriageand mounted on said stan 
chion for displacement towards and away from 
the path of said carriage, a cam operatively con 
nected with said spray gun and means for actuat 
ing said cam in synchronism with the linear 
and angular speeds of the contact area of a body 
to which paint is to be applied to e?ect movement 
of said stanchion and displacement of the spray 
gun so that the distance between the spray gun 
and a body on the carriage is maintained sub 
stantially constant. 

7. In apparatus for coating motor car bodies 
:with paint, a rotatable body carriage, a conveyor 
system, support means carried by said conveyor 
system and'rotatably supporting said carriage 
for continuous axial movement thereby past a 
paint projecting position, means to rotate said 
carriage about its axis, a spray gun mounted 
for displacement towards and away from the path 
of said carriage, a cam rotatable in synchronism 
with the linear and angular speeds of the contact 
area of a body to which paint is to be applied 
to effect said displacement of the spray gun so 
that the distance between the projecting means 
and a body on the spindle is maintained sub 
stantially constant, valve means to control the 
volume of paint flowing tothe spray gun, a cam 
having an actuating contour to control said valve 
means, and means for actuating said cam in 
synchronism with said mount to operate said 
valve means to deliver a volume of paint to 
the spray gun according to the varying radii of a 
body rotated by said carriage and to effect ob- , 
turation of the flow of paint when there is pre 
sented to the spray gun a portion of a body to 
which paint is not to be applied. 

_ 8. In apparatus for coating motor car bodies 
with paint, a rotatable body carrying spindle, a 
conveyor system, support means carried by said 
conveyor system, and rotatabiy supporting said 
spindle for continuous axial movement thereby 
past a paint projecting position, means to rotate 
said spindle about its axis, a spray gun mounted 
for displacement towards and away from the 
path of said spindle and for oscillation in a path 
parallel to the axis of said spindle, a cam opera 
tively connected with said spray gun, means for 
actuating said cam in synchronism with the 
linear and angular speeds of the contact area of 
a body to which paint is to be applied to eifect 
said displacement of the spray gun so that the 
distance between the gun and a body on the 
spindle is maintained substantially constant, 
means for oscillating said spray gun, and means 
for actuating said oscillating means in timed rela 
tion with the movements of the spindle to e?ect 
said oscillation of the gun to simulate hand oper 
ation of the gun. v 

9. In apparatus for coating motor car bodies 
with paint, a rotatable body carriage, a conveyor 
system, support means by which said carriage is 
supported from the conveyor system for continu 
ous axial movement thereby past a paint project 
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mg position, means to rotate said carriage about 
its axis, a pair of interconnected arms spaced 
apart in a direction normal to the axis of said 
carriage for displacement towards and away from 
the path of the carriage and arranged for length 
wise movement relative one to the other, a spray 
gun supported vby adjacent ends of said arms for 
movement therewith, a ‘?rst cam co-operating 
with a ?rst one of said arms, means for rotating 
said ?rst cam in synchronism with the linear 
and angular speeds of the contact area of a body 
to which paint is to be applied to effect said dis 
placement of the links so that the distance be 
tween the spray gun and a body on the carriage 
is maintained substantially constant, a second 
cam rotatably supported by the ?rst said arm, 
and means for rotating said second cam in syn 
chronism with said first cam for co-operating‘ 
with the second-of said arms to vary the length 
wise disposition of the two arms and thereby 
maintain the axis of the gun substantially nor 
mal to a body on said spindle. 

10. In apparatus for coating motor car bodies 
with paint, a rotatable body carriage, a conveyor 
system, support means by which said carriage is 
supported from the conveyor system for continu 
ous axial movement thereby past a paint project 
ing position, means to rotate said carriage about 
its axis, a pair of interconnected arms spaced 
apart in a direction normal to the axis of said 
spindle for displacement towards and away from 
the path of the spindle and arranged for length 
wise movement relative one to the other, a spray 
gun supported by adjacent ends of said arms for 
movement therewith, a ?rst cam co-operating 
with a ?rst one of said arms, means for rotating 
said ?rst cam in synchronism with the linear 
and angular speeds of the contact area of a body 
to which paint is to be applied to e?ect said dis 
placement of the links so that the distance be 
tween the spray gun and a body on the carriage 
is maintained substantially constant, a second 
cam supported for rotation by said ?rst arm, and 
means for rotating said second cam in synchro 
nism with said ?rst cam to co-operate with the 
second of said arms to vary the lengthwise dis 
position of the two arms and thereby maintain 
the axis of the gun substantially normal to a body 
on said spindle, valve means to control the volume 
of paint ?owing to the spray gun, a third cam 
having an actuating contour to control said valve 
means, and means for rotating said third cam to 
actuate said valve means to deliver a volume of 
paint to the gun according to the varying radii of 
a body rotated by said spindle and to effect ob 
turation of the flow of paint when there is pre 
sented to the gun a portion of a body to which 
paint is not to be applied. e ' 

11. In apparatus for coating motor car bodies 
with paint, a rotatable body carrying spindle, a 
conveyor system, support means by which said 
spindle is supported from the conveyor system for 
continuous axial movement thereby past a paint 
projecting position, means to rotate said spindle 
about its axis, a pair of arms spaced apart in a 
direction normal to the axis of said spindle for 
displacement towards and away from the path 
of the spindle and arranged for lengthwise move 
ment relative one to the other, a spray gun sup 
ported by adjacent ends of said arms for move 
ment therewith, a link connecting said arms be 
tween the ends thereof, an oscillatable carriage 
for said arms, guide means to guide said carriage 
for oscillation in a path parallel with the axis of 
said spindle, means for oscillating said carriage 
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along said guide means, means for operating said 
oscillating means in timed relation with the 
movements of said spindle to effect oscillation of 
the carriage to simulate hand operation of the 
gun, a ?rst cam co-operating with a ?rst one of 
said arms, means for rotating said ?rst cam in 
synchronism with the linear and angular speeds 
of the contact area of a body to which paint is 
to be applied to e?ect said displacement of the 
links so that the distance between the spray gun , 
and a body on the spindle is maintained sub 
stantially constant, a second cam supported for 
rotation by said ?rst arm, and means for rotating 
said second cam in synchronism with said ?rst 
cam to co-operate with the second of said arms to 
vary the lengthwise disposition of the two arms 
and thereby maintain the axis of the gun sub 
stantially normal to a body on said spindle. 

12.,In apparatus for coating motor car bodies 
with paint, a rotatable body carrying spindle, an 
elevated conveyor system, suspension means by 
which said spindle is suspended from the conveyor 
system for continuous axial movement thereby 
past a paint projecting position, means to rotate 
said spindle about its axis, a pair of arms spaced 
apart in a direction normal to the axis of said 
spindle for displacement towards and away from 
the path of the spindle and arranged for length 
wise movement relative one to the other, a spray 
gun supported by adjacent ends of said arms for 
movement therewith and at a position such that 
it is disposed to project paint at about the level 
of the horizontal axis of said spindle, a link con 
meeting said arms between the ends thereof, an 
,oscillatable carriage for said arms, guide means 
to guide said carriage for oscillation in a path 
parallel with the axis of said spindle, a crank pin 
operable in timed relation with the movements 
of said spindle, a link connecting the crank pin 
to the carriage to effect oscillation of the carriage 
to simulate hand operation of the .gun, a ?rst 
cam co-operating with a ?rst one of said arms, 
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means for rotating said ?rst cam in synchronism 
with the linear and angular speeds of the contact 
area of a body to which paint is to be applied to 
effect said displacement of the links so that the 
distance between the spray gun and a body on the 
spindle is maintained substantially constant, a 
second rotatable cam journalled on said ?rst arm, 
means for rotating said second cam in synchro 
nism with said ?rst cam and co-operating with 
the second of said arms to vary the lengthwise 
disposition of the two arms and thereby maintain 
the axis of the gun substantially normal to a body 
on said spindle, valve means to control the volume 
of paint ?owing to the spray gun, and‘ a third 
cam having an actuating contour to control said 
valve means to deliver a volume of paint to the 
gun according to the varying radii of a body 
rotated by said spindle and to effect obturation 
of the ?ow of paint when there is presented to 
the gun a portion of a body to which paint is 
not to be applied. 
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